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About this guide
This guide is designed to help you access connection metrics for your Eseye-managed connectivity,
using the Margay web interface.

Extra reading
For general information, see the online help: https://docs.eseye.com/Content/Home.htm

You can also manage SIM cards through the web portal. For more information, see the 8295 SIAM User
Guide (PDF).

If you want to understand how to use the Margay API, see the 8732 Margay API 1.0 Developer Guide
(PDF).
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Standards and conventions
This guide uses consistent visual cues and standard text styles to help you locate and interpret
information easily.

Style Description

Note
Extra information or a recommendation related to the current topic.

Tip
Good-to-know information that helps users complete a procedure or
understand a topic.

Warning
Information that alerts the user about significant or critical actions or
outcomes.

Title names Window or section names, denoting a title, appear in italics.

Field or button name Element names in a user interface, for example fields and buttons,
appear in bold.

Ctrl+X; Ctrl+click A key combination with a plus sign separating two key names or a key
name and a mouse action, indicates that you hold down the first key
while pressing the second key or performing the mouse action.

Cross reference Title and
page

Cross references appear in italics, for example: For more information,
see Copyright on page 2. Select the cross reference to view it.

Hyperlinks Underlined cross references are hyperlinks to electronic forms of the
document. Select the hyperlink to open the cross reference.

AT Commands

Commands Command formats are displayed in monospaced typeface.

<Parameter> Angle brackets enclose the AT Command parameter, for example
<topic>. The brackets do not appear in the command line.

"ParameterString" Quotation marks enclose parameter strings.

CommandValue Italics in a command depicts values or examples that need replacing
with your specific parameters.

[CommandOptionalEntry] Square brackets display optional entries.

ATCommandResponse Returned responses to AT Commands are displayed in monospaced
bold typeface.

<ASCIICHARACTERS> Returned ASCII characters are in uppercase.
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Observing network performance
You can observe patterns, problems and anomalies with your network performance using Margay.

About Margay
Margay provides high level insight into device connection across different network operator. For
example, Margay can show if all the devices on a particular network have stopped sending or receiving
information, or reveal server issues if there is a spike in authentications.

Margay provides authentication count and data throughput information about your devices over a set
period of time. The information is fetched from Eseye Ltd servers.

You access the connection metrics through either of the following:

• Eseye-hosted web interface.

Authentication Throughput

For more information, see Viewing authentication or data throughput statistics on page 2.

• JSON Margay API that you can call using any API development app.

For more information, see the 8732 Margay API 1.0 Developer Guide.
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Viewing authentication or data throughput
statistics
Using the Margay web interface, you can view the following:

• the number of successful device authentications on a network

• the rate of successful message delivery (throughput) in bytes on a network

You can view the statistics over three different time periods:

• Per minute in a selected hour (0 to 60 minutes)

• Per hour in a selected day (0 to 24h)

• Per day in a selected month (0 to the number of days in that month)

Before you begin
Contact your Eseye Account Manager about using Margay.

You need the following:

• Username

• Password

Logging in
1. Navigate to the Margay portal: http://margay.eseye.com/Niam/index.

2. Type your credentials, then select Sign In.

The Margay - Country Selector Page appears.
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Setting the country code
Margay displays authentication and throughput information by geographic region using the three-digit
Mobile Country Code (MCC). For more information and a list of country codes, see
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mobile_country_code.

To set the country code:

1. Type a country name or code number, or select the code from the MCC drop-down list.

This field is mandatory.

2. Select either:

Authentication to view the number of devices that have successfully opened a data session in
the selected country

Throughput to view successful data rates for devices in the selected country

Based on your selection, Margay displays a line graph of the current statistics per minute,
generated in the current hour.

Use the key at the bottom of the graph to understand which line colour represents which
network operator within the selected country. The key lists the mobile operators by their
Mobile Network Code (MNC).

Scroll down to see the table of values on which the graph is based.

You can change the time period for the data. For more information, Changing the data
time period on the next page.
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Changing the data time period
You can view data statistics for the following time periods:

• Per minute in a selected hour (0 to 60 minutes)

• Per hour in a selected day (0 to 24h)

• Per day in a selected month (0 to the number of days in that month)

When you log in, the initial graph and table display the number of successful authentications per
minute in the current hour.

Change the data time period using the navigation bar:

• Select to return to the month, day, or previous hour

• Select to advance to the next hour

Alternatively, select a link in the data table to view statistics for that time period:
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Technical Support: Sales:
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